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CSOs gather for showcase, policy conference on development 
cooperation 
 
26 February 2019, BEIRUT, Lebanon –  Civil society organization (CSO) members of the CSO 
Partnership for Development Effectiveness (CPDE) platform have gathered in Beirut, Lebanon, to 
showcase their work and participate in a policy conference on effective development 

cooperation. 
 
CPDE is an open, global platform of CSOs working on and advocating for universalising effective 
development cooperation. Together with the Arab NGO Network for Development (ANND) and 
with the support of the European Commission and the Swedish International Development 

Cooperation Agency (SIDA), it organised the back-to-back events CSO Marketplace and Policy 
Conference 2019. 
 
“The CSO Marketplace is a space for CPDE constituencies and members to promote their 
organisations, their policy and communications products, and advocacies to fellow CSOs, other 
stakeholders, and people’s organisations, as well as the general public,” shares CPDE Co-Chair 
Monica Novillo. 
 
Meanwhile, the Policy Conference tackles the issues of corporate capture of development 
cooperation and closing and shrinking spaces, particularly in relation to impacts at country level 

and experiences of different sectors and regions. The conference’s theme is “Upholding 
accountability, building solidarity for effective people-centred development”. 
 
“Through the CSO Marketplace and Policy Conference, CPDE also provides an opportunity for 
CSOs to learn about innovations and best practices in promoting effective development 
cooperation (EDC), share research studies, reports, and other publications about EDC, build 

consensus on issues affecting CSOs working on EDC, develop advocacy strategies, and forge new 
partnerships and alliances,” added CPDE Co-Chair Beverly Longid. 
 
Participating in the activities are CPDE members from six regions (Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin 
America and the Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, and the Pacific) and eight sectors 

(Faith-based Organizations, Labour, Rural, International CSOs, Indigenous Peoples, Youth, and 
Migrants). 
 
To learn more about CPDE, its constituencies and members, and its advocacies, visit 
www.csopartnership.org, or follow @CSOPartnership_ on Twitter, and @CSOPartnerships on 
Facebook. # 
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Overview of the FDIs in the Pacific
• Widely contested region

• Large Ocean States – blessed with untapped natural resources below 
water (SDG 14)

• Blue Economy narrative

• Big brothers – Australia and New Zealand



China’s Interest in the Pacific

• Bilateral relations: Different players with different agenda –
China/Taiwan dilemma; US/ANZ vs China dilemma

• Chinese investments – involves Chinese state owned enterprises; 
largely infrastructural projects

• Access to Natural Resources

• Fisheries



Companies
- XINFA
- CRFG
- Others
- EXIM Bank

Infrastructural 
Projects and 
Extractive Industry

1. FIJI

Corruption

Lack of 
Safeguards

Navua Hospital – where sewage leaks 
into the nearby creeks for the nearby 



Environmental concerns with Bauxite mining in Bua, Fiji. 



New Government 
Buildings

New Hospital in Motootua –
Tupua Tamasese Meaole
Hospital

2. Samoa
• Infrastructural 

projects
• Lack of safeguards



3. Papua New Guinea – US$1.9 billion

Infrastructural 
Developments and 
Upgrades – Roads etc.

Lack of Safeguards

Extraction – LNG and 
other mining 
projects

3. PNG                  - $US1.9bn in Chinese FDIs



Vanuatu
1. Office of the Prime Minister 2. Melanesian Spearhead Group Secretariat

(Chinese investments in Vanuatu is largely on Infrastructural projects)



3. Vanuatu National Convention Centre



Tonga

St George Government Building in Nukualofa, Tonga
(Most projects in Tonga are infrastructural – constructing buildings and 
upgrading the new Vuna wharf)



New Vuna Wharf in Tonga



Cook Islands

$NZ800K to repair the Police Headquarters 
whereby the roof started leaking as soon as it 
was handed over to the Cook Islands 
government.



New Cook Islands Court House with 20+ steps without any 
consideration for the disability and the elderly.



Key Issues on Chinese Investments –
corporate capture
• Labour – Chinese labour (cheap) with only a handful of locals

• Lack of safeguards in place:

(i) Environmental – EIA with no proper consultations (FPIC)

(ii) Social – SIA; human trafficking and other unwarranted social issues.

(iii) Economic – increasing debt levels of Pacific Islands countries.

(iv) Cultural – Cultural Impact Assessment for any development initiatives 
especially on indigenous lands plus intellectual copyrights.  

• Corruption – selling of passports; refugee situation in terms of labour 
mobility.

• Substandard materials used during construction



Recommendations
• Forming a civil society taskforce for monitoring.
• Design and establish an effective e-network (knowledge 

management and hub)
• Capacity Strengthening initiatives on tackling the ‘elephants 

in the room’ – being strategic
• Mobilise resources for evidence based policy advocacy.
• ‘Cakacaka Vata’/Partnerships for influencing.
• “Placing people at the center of what we do” - HRBA



Thank you

Vinaka vakalevu
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